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Pattern Cutting for Men's Costume is a practicalguide featuring patterns for the most important
garments worn by menbetween the 16th and 19th centuries. Easy-to-follow instructionsexplain
how to cut patterns for 'average' and individual measurements -with expert advice on how to
adapt patterns to fit men of all shapesand sizes.Introductions to each section describe the major
developments inmen's dress - revealing how garments evolved - and patterns for
periodgarments for which there are no actual examples are based oncontemporary paintings.
Illustrated throughout with hundreds ofdiagrams, this is a much-awaited and valuable addition to
the libraryof costume-makers in all fields.Features a new system of drafting patterns for men's
period costume.Includes patterns for the most important non-fashionable garments(worn from
the 16th to the 19th centuries) plus clothes in vogue fromthe middle of the 16thto the end of the
18th centuries.Illustrated with hundreds of diagrams accompanied by step-by-stepinstructions
for period garments, plus a few versatile theatricaldesigns.

'visually handsome' Costume - 2010About the AuthorElizabeth Friendship wrote the system of
cutting for Royal WelshCollege of Music and Drama and taught there for over 25 years.
Forseveral years she did all the cutting for the Welsh National Opera, andprior to that she cut all
costumes at the Citizen's Theatre. Shetrained in Fashion at St Martin's School of Art, London
and her firstjob was drafting patterns at J.P Coats.
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materialBibliographyIllustration creditsIntroductionThe two most commonly used methods of
cutting patterns for theatrical costumes are flat pattern cutting and cutting on the stand. Although
many beautiful costumes can be made on the stand, the former method is much more versatile.
Students are often daunted by the mathematics involved in flat pattern cutting but they look more
complicated than they are. Once the basic principles are understood the rewards are
considerable. This book was written for theatre design students as a foundation which will
enable them to follow careers in any branch of costume.When we look at paintings of
fashionable people of the past, it would seem that the human body has changed over the years;
fashionable men in the late Middle Ages appear to have had broad shoulders and narrow waists,
mid-16th-century men were tall and powerfully built, Elizabethan men had long slender legs and
so forth. In fact, the human body has not changed shape significantly in millennia. There are
racial differences certainly: some African races such as the Maasai and Samburu have long
slender bodies, southern Europeans are generally short and stocky, as are South American



Indians, and most Orientals are small and delicately built; but they have always had these
characteristics. It is the cut and construction of their clothes that has made fashionable people
appear to change shape.The peasants that Pieter Bruegel the Elder painted in the mid-16th
century look well nourished and of normal proportions, but fashionable men of the same period
might almost be from a different species. In fact, their bodies would not have been very different:
it is the cut of their clothes which gives the impression of fundamentally different proportions.
Attention is focused on specific parts of the body and emphasises them giving the appearance
of exaggerated proportions as fashion dictates: the shoulders look wide and consequently the
waist narrow; the legs look long and the body slight. When analysing costume, look at the overall
impression and note where the proportions deviate from the norm and how this has been
achieved. Within reason, any body can give the desired impression by the cut and construction
of the garments, the position of the seams and the use of padding and stiffening.There are very
few original early garments still in existence and they all belonged to the rich; there are no
peasant costumes. One should not think that all early garments were exactly like the few existing
examples; there would have been as many variations as tailors to make them and customers to
assert their preferences. The patterns in this book are not faithful reconstructions of existing
garments, but they will give the correct shapes of the most common garments for each
period.The period patterns in Chapters 6–9 of this book cover both fashionable and non-
fashionable garments from the middle of the 16th century to the end of the 18th and non-
fashionable garments to the mid-19th century. During the second half of the 18th century, as fine
tailoring developed in England, the concept of ‘fit’ as opposed to ‘shape’ became the hallmark of
the trade. The aim of fine tailoring is to make a man look good no matter what his shape and all
men do look good in a well-cut suit. This book does not enter the realms of fine tailoring which
employs very specific skills. The method given here is more akin to dressmaking which is better
suited to most period costume. Even non-fashionable 19th-century suits can be made from
these instructions, but fashionable coats from the late 18th century onwards are best left to
tailors.There are many occasions when costumes are required to give the feeling of a period
without absolute fidelity and sometimes they are required to incorporate elements from several
periods. An under standing of the rich variety of period styles and the ways they can be achieved
will enable the cutter to draft patterns for any wearable costume. The method in this book is
designed so that the cutter will be able to draft a faithful pattern from any costume sketch or
illustration whether or not it is for conventional period costume.HOW TO USE THIS
BOOKChapter 1 includes a section on equipment; only the first eight items are essential and
none of these is very expensive, so it is worth getting good tools some of which will last a
lifetime.The next section lists necessary measurements and a diagram of where they should be
taken. There are also charts of ‘average’ measurements which should be used in preference to
doubtful measurements which may have been supplied.Chapter 2 gives advice on drafting
patterns, cutting out the garment and constructing a toile. There are also some brief notes on
construction and some useful techniques for making theatrical costumes.Chapter 3 deals with



basic patterns using ‘average’ measurements. This is the core of the book: it is important that
these patterns are mastered before attempting those that follow. The basic patterns are for the
upper body, straight sleeve, two-piece sleeve and trousers. They should be regarded as the
norm. There is very little ease on the upper body pattern, the waist is in the natural position, the
neck lies at the base of the neck, the shoulder seam lies along the top of the shoulder and is not
exaggerated. Waist suppression (i.e. the amount that has to be deducted to make the garment fit
at the waist) is deducted from the pattern in the most usual positions. The sleeves and trousers
are cut without exaggeration. All these patterns would make simple, rather dull garments without
any special features, but experience in cutting these patterns will give an understanding of how
pattern pieces should look.The use of .25cm, .5cm, and .75cm may seem over-precise and
something of an anomaly but it is easier to see a fraction of a centimetre than individual
millimetres.Chapter 4 deals with altering the basic patterns for individual measurements, a
process which should be carried out before the patterns are modified.Chapter 5 explains the
basic principles of modifying patterns.Chapters 6–9 deal with the ways of adapting patterns for
period costumes. The patterns are in chronological order rather than order of complexity; some
are very easy, a few more challenging. If the basic patterns have been understood, the period
patterns should not be a problem. Each chapter has a brief introductory account of the costume
of that period. This is by no means comprehensive and cannot take the place of a good history
of costume; a list of standard works is included in the bibliography.Chapter 10 includes patterns
which belong to many periods – cloaks and simple trousers.1Getting startedEQUIPMENTThe
equipment for cutting patterns is not extensive; only the first eight on the list are absolutely
necessary and it is worth while getting the best quality. The only expensive item is the tailor’s
dummy which, although not essential, is very useful.Scissors – a large pair of sharp scissors is
essential for good work. It is possible to cut patterns on newspaper or wallpaper but not possible
to make good patterns without good scissors. You must have separate scissors for cutting paper
and fabric. Scissors do not last a lifetime and should be replaced as soon as they become blunt
and start to slow down the work. It is not worth while having them sharpened.Cutting paper –
despite the note about scissors, it is much easier and more pleasant to use good cutting paper.
Flat sheets of brown wrapping paper are best for patterns which are to last. Otherwise use plain
white pattern cutting paper. This is thin enough for the lines to be seen through to the back which
is often useful. Paper printed with lines or ‘dot and cross’ is not accurate enough for careful
patterns. Pattern card is used for really durable patterns.Tape measures – good quality tapes
that do not stretch and can be stood on edge to measure curves should always be
used.Adhesive tape – clear tape or masking tape is suitable; the latter is easier to use as it tears
easily and it is possible to draw on it. If a lot of tape is to be used, a tape dispenser saves sore
fingers and is not expensive.Rulers and straightedges – clear plastic rulers, as long as possible,
are best for general use but an opaque ruler is necessary when marking dark materials. Wooden
metre/yard sticks are not accurate enough for cutting patterns. Straightedges need to be at least
two metres/yards long. It is possible to buy rulers of this length but the strips of aluminium



framing used by sign writers are ideal as they are light enough to handle and do not bend.
Plastic window framing is also suitable but a little heavier. Either type of framing can be marked
with a felt pen which is useful when cutting long garments such as cloaks. The marks can be
wiped off with a damp cloth when no longer needed.Pencils and pens – most people have a
preference for a particular grade of pencil (the harder the pencil the cleaner the lines), others
would rather use a non-smudging pen. Coloured pens and crayons are useful. Tailor’s chalk, wax
chalk and soap are traditionally used for marking woollen fabrics.Tracing wheel and carbon
paper – the best kind of tracing wheel has needle points and a thumb rest. Carbon paper is
sometimes sold as tracing paper.Dressmaking pins and pattern weights – long, fine steel pins
are best. Pins are most often used to keep sections of pattern in place when tracing lines etc.
Weights serve the same purpose and are in many ways preferable. Special weights are sold for
the purpose but the weights from old-fashioned kitchen scales will do perfectly well or even
small food tins.Tailor’s dummy – this is an expensive item not essential for flat pattern cutting but
very useful.Fashion ruler and French curves – these are useful for drawing armholes, necklines
and general curves.Calculator – to make sure that your calculations and measurements are
accurate and not rough and ready!MEASUREMENTSThere is a general misconception that
people used to be smaller than they are now and we are gradually getting bigger. In fact, the
average height of the men on the Mary Rose, Henry Vlll’s warship that sank in the Solent in
1545, was 171cm (5’7”) and some were 180cm (5’11”) – much the same as the average height
of men in Britain today. Malnutrition and disease are the chief causes of stunted growth and the
reason why people in the 19th century were generally smaller than they are now. The appalling
living and working conditions of the poor, who had moved from the country to the cities to work
in mills and factories, and the deterioration of their diet, had a detrimental effect which was to
last into the 20th century. As a result, the minimum height for a man entering the army for the
Boer War had to be reduced from 5’6” (167.5cm) to 5’4” (162.5cm).No table of measurements
can ever hope to be definitive, but those that British tailors used in the early 20th century had
more chance of accuracy than is possible now. Most if not all of their clients would have been
middle-class Caucasians. Even so the ‘Apollo’, or preferred figure, seems rather small by
present-day standards, very small compared to people of African origin but quite large
compared with the small-framed Oriental races. Physical differences between different races
persist: some races are short and stocky, others long and lean; but improved diets, changed
lifestyles and increased racial intermixing have led to much greater diversity in physical
build.When a client is measured by his tailor he wears a suit. The jacket measurements are
taken over his suit jacket which will then be removed so that the waistcoat and trouser
measurements can be taken. The tailor keeps suit patterns for all his clients which will be
updated as necessary. He aims to give his clients the appearance of perfect proportions; that is
why a man will always look good in a well-cut suit no matter what size he may be.According to
tailoring books of the early 20th century, ideal proportions are:Height5’8”(approximately
1.725m)Weight135lb(approximately 60.75kg)Chest36”(approximately



91cm)Waist32”(approximately 81cm)Although these measurements are still valid, the
measurements tailors take are not usually appropriate for costume makers (in any case, few
men now have bespoke suits and many young men do not have one of any description). Period
costumes before the end of the 18th century did not use modern tailoring techniques and many
costumes bear no resemblance to a modern suit, so a different system is necessary. The
measurements on the charts in this book bear more resemblance to dressmaking than tailoring,
although the proportion of chest, waist and seat has been retained (i.e. the chest is 10cm (4”)
larger than the waist and the seat is 5cm (2”) larger than the waist).The measurement chartsThe
measurements have been collated from many sources: individual measurements of professional
and amateur performers, clothing factories, medical charts and tailors’ measurements. The
Basic Patterns in Chapter 3 are drafted from the charts and they will be found to be satisfactory
for ‘average’ proportions.Adapting the charts for individual measurementsMany men will
conform to the charts but many will not. Instructions are given in Chapter 4 for adapting the chart
measurements to individual requirements. Sometimes the deviation from the chart will be found
to be considerable; you should not be afraid of making dramatic alterations when making for
exceptional sizes; there are men with 150cm (59”) waists.Taking measurementsThe person
being measured must not wear clothes that distort his shape such as thick pullovers, belts or
bulging pockets. He should stand naturally and not wear shoes. It is important to establish the
precise points for taking measurements and it is easy to over-measure. The waist line is one
problem area as it not necessarily where the trouser waist band is worn. (Tailors say that
trousers only hang correctly if worn with braces, the male waist line being insufficiently defined
to provide adequate support.) A piece of elastic should be tied round at the desired position
(usually about 4cm (1½”) above the hip bone) and measurements for nape to waist and outside
leg taken from or to this level. A short necklace of small beads or chain that fits snugly round the
base of the neck also provides useful anchor points.TAKING MEASUREMENTS1
HEIGHTTaken against a wall with a set square on top of the head and no shoes2 CHESTTaken
round the widest part3 WAISTTaken round the elastic floor (usually taken as 4cm (1½”) above
the hip bone)4 SEATTaken round the fullest part5 CROSS CHESTMeasured from where the
arms join the chest6 NECK POINT TO SHOULDERFrom the neck point to the bone the end of
the shoulder7 NECK POINT TO ELBOWFrom the neck point – to the shoulder point – to the
elbow8 NECK POINT TO WRISTFrom neck point – to end of shoulder – to elbow – to wrist with
arm slightly bent9 TOP ARMMeasured round the fullest part10 ELBOWMeasured round the
elbow with the arm slightly bent11 WRISTMeasured round the wrist bones12 OUTSIDE
LEGMeasured from the elastic to the floor13 INSIDE LEGMeasured from the fork to the floor14
NAPE TO WAIST (at back)Measured from the prominent bone at the base of the neck to the
elastic15 CROSS BACKMeasured from where the arms join the body16 NAPE TO
FLOORMeasured from the prominent bone at the base of the neck to the floorNote. The
shoulder and arm measurements are taken continuously to avoid over-measuring. The length of
arm measurement is the total neck point to wrist measurement less the shoulder length.The



numbers on the diagram opposite refer to the measurements above. The red lines indicate
where a piece of elastic should be tied to establish the waist line.METRIC MEASUREMENTS
FOR CUTTING BASIC PATTERNSIMPERIAL MEASUREMENTS FOR CUTTING BASIC
PATTERNS2Cutting techniquesDRAFTING THE PATTERN■ Good scissors are essential; it is
impossible to cut good patterns with poor scissors.■ Paper patterns should be cut for all but the
very simplest garments. Cloaks, early shirts and simple trousers are exceptions.■ If the cutting
paper has one side smooth and one rough, decide which side you are going to mark and keep to
it. Some pattern pieces can be difficult to identify after a period of time so always keeping one
side of the paper uppermost is helpful.■ The patterns should be drawn with fine, clear elegant
lines, the angles should be sharp and the curves smooth.■ The patterns in the book are drawn
with the centre back on the left-hand side of the page and the centre front on the right.■ The
patterns are drafted without seam allowance unless otherwise stated.■ Always check the
pattern pieces by fitting them together and ensuring the seam lines match and the curves are
smooth.■ Mark each piece of pattern carefully with the size and the name of the intended
wearer and pin them all together.■ Sometimes it is useful to keep patterns for future use such
as average-size hose or 18th-century coats, both of which are time-consuming to make but easy
to adapt for different sizes. Keep patterns when you are regularly making costumes for the same
person. A good basic pattern can be kept and copies adapted as required. As a general rule,
however, it is better to start afresh and cut new patterns rather than accumulate quantities of cut
paper.■ If the pattern is not cut properly, no amount of fiddling with the fabric will ever make a
good garment.CUTTING OUT THE GARMENT■ When fabric is bought it is rarely cut along the
grain. It may be possible to rectify this by cutting along the weft threads if they are clearly visible;
otherwise a thread should be pulled leaving a row of small holes and the fabric cut along these. It
is possible to tear many fabrics along the grain but this is not a good practice as the edge
becomes distorted.■ When cutting out a garment the fabric is usually cut double. It should be
laid out with the selvedges and cut edges matching making a perfect rectangle. In practice,
fabric is often twisted but this can usually be corrected by pulling the fabric firmly until it is
straight. If it is very twisted do not be tempted to cut it straight as this will cause part of the
garment to be off the grain. Tack round the double fabric matching the selvedges and the cut
edges, and then press with a damp cloth until the two layers lie flat. This is admittedly a counsel
of perfection but it should always be followed when making important garments in expensive
fabric.■ If the fabric has a pattern which must be matched exactly, it can be cut as a single layer.
One side of the garment should be marked out with the pattern face up then the pattern must be
turned over to mark the second side or the garment will have two left sides. This method is also
used when the fabric is very difficult to mark.■ Place the pattern on the fabric with the grain
running as indicated on the diagrams leaving enough space for 2.5cm (1”) seam allowances on
all the pieces; 5cm (2”) should be left down the front of a jacket, for example, where there is to be
an opening.■ Either pin the pattern to the fabric or weight it down.■ Draw accurately around
the pattern making sure all the angles where seams meet are sharp and not rounded off.■



Always take care to mark the position of pockets, buttons and buttonholes accurately.■ When
the pattern has been marked out on the upper layer of the fabric remove the pattern. Pin the two
layers together, place tracing paper underneath and mark the lines through with a tracing
wheel.■ Cut out the pieces leaving 2.5cm (1”) seam allowances (5cm (2”) where there is an
opening). Generous seam allowances enable small alterations to be made to the garment and
the seams can be trimmed and finished neatly.■ Many theatrical garments are cut with a
backing fabric such as calico which gives the garment more body and improves the appearance
of cheap fabric. The backing should be cut out as above and the pieces laid on the outer fabric.
The two layers are tacked together, avoiding the marked lines and then treated as a single
layer.CONSTRUCTING THE TOILE■ It is good practice to cut and make up all but the simplest
patterns as toiles and to fit them before cutting the intended fabric. Ideally, if the intended fabric
is very thick the toile should be made in fabric of similar weight. If a backing is to be used this
can be made up instead of making a separate toile.■ The toile is cut out as the above
instructions leaving generous seam allowances.■ Match the seams pinning first the two ends,
then the middle, then pinning in the middle between the pins until they are about 10cm (4”)
apart. This is to avoid stretching the top fabric and is particularly important when pinning long
seams or when joining a seam cut on the bias to one cut on the straight. Tack each seam as it is
pinned making sure the marked lines match.■ The whole toile can be sewn by hand, tacked
and machined or pinned (with the pins at right angles to the seam) and machined, depending on
the time available and value of the garment.■ Each seam should be carefully pressed.■ Tack
round the edges of the garment, i.e. neck, openings, hems, wrists etc.■ Some people fit the
toile right side out, others find it easier to have it inside out: it is a matter of personal preference.
Make any necessary alterations and mark them with pencil. When the toile has been fitted
redraw the alterations neatly. If there are alterations on both sides of the garment, average the
amount and make both sides equal.■ Transfer the alterations to the pattern and mark it so that
the alterations are not accidentally duplicated.This may seem over-fastidious and indeed there
are many occasions when short cuts must be made but if it is to be an important garment time
spent on these preliminaries will pay dividends.BRIEF NOTES ON CONSTRUCTION■ If a toile
has been made and fitted or the pattern is known to be correct, it is possible to make up the
garment almost to completion without further fittings.■ Always make up the most intricate parts
first: i.e. complete the flies or other trouser openings before sewing the side seams; attach the
cuffs before inserting the sleeves into the armholes; collars can be attached before the side
seams are sewn and the sleeves inserted; buttonholes and pockets can be completed on coat
fronts and so on. It is easier to sew these important parts when working on a flat area and it
avoids dragging the garment about unnecessarily.■ Sew on any decoration whilst the garment
is flat. Ease on and tack onto the fabric before machining. If time is short, braid can be machined
without tacking provided care is taken not to stretch it.■ When possible press each seam as
soon as it is sewn to keep the seam allowances flat.■ When the garment is not being worked
on, hang it on a coat hanger and do not leave it in a heap on the worktable.SOME BASIC



CUTTING TECHNIQUESIncreasing and decreasing patternsThis technique is most often used
for cutting skirts for doublets and coats but the same principle can also be used to flare parts of
garments such as sleeves, collars, cuffs etc.Sheet of paper for the basic strips:Width at top of
the panel x required lengthDiagram 11 Mark the corners of the paper A, B, C, D as diagram.2
Divide the paper equally into strips and mark them E–F, G–H and I–J as diagram.Note. The
diagram has four strips for clarity; a wider panel may need more or may divide more easily into
different proportions e.g. 5 or 10.Diagram 23 Put the strips on another piece of paper and
spread evenly to the required hem width. The gaps between F–F, H–H and J–J are equal.4 C–K
and D–L each = half the measurement of the gaps.5 A–K, B–L and the dashed lines in the gaps
all = the length of the original strips. Redraw the top edge and hem in smooth curves.Diagrams 3
& 3aIf the panels are to hang evenly like a bell they should be cut with the centre of each panel
on the straight grain of the fabric. If the fabric can be used in either direction, the panels can be
reversed as in Diagram 3a otherwise they must all be cut as Diagram 3.Diagram 4To widen the
pattern at the top, gaps can be left between the strips remembering to add half the gap width at
either end. If the panels are cut as in Diagram 5 with one side on the straight grain and the other
on the bias, they must be sewn straight to bias as in Diagram 6 which will cause them to move in
the direction of the arrow when being worn. This is desirable when making a long gown with a
train but not when the garment has to hang evenly as with a short Tudor gown for example,
where the panels must be cut with the centre on the straight grain.Decreasing the widthThis
technique is most useful for collars and cuffs. In the diagrams the pattern is divided into four
strips for clarity but as with the instructions for increasing the width, more strips may be
preferable.Sheet of paper:Maximum width of the patternxRequired lengthDiagrams 7 & 7a6
Divide the paper into strips as diagram.7 Mark the strips 1, 2, 3, 4 as diagram.8 Deduct the
required reduced width from the total width of the pattern and divide the remainder by 4 (or the
number of strips). This is the amount each strip is to be overlapped.Diagram 89 Overlap strip 1
with strip 2, strip 2 with strip 3 etc.10 Deduct half the overlap measurement from each end of
the pattern as diagram.11 Redraw the top and bottom edges with smooth lines.12 Cut off
surplus paper to complete the pattern.Cutting curved seams for waist suppression on the upper
body patternDiagram 1The broken lines drawn on the back section are some of the most usual
positions for the back seam where waist suppression will be deducted.Diagram 2If a more
extreme position like line A is used, a second seam such as line D will be necessary to give a
good fit. In this case the centre back can be cut on the fold. If more than one seam is used the
suppression should be divided between them but whether there are one or more seams the
suppression should always be taken towards the side seam as Diagram 3.Diagrams 4 &
4aWhen waist suppression is taken out on a curved seam one side will always be longer than
the other. The seams should be matched at the armhole end and corrections made at the waist.
The waist line is then redrawn in a smooth curve. If the armhole has become distorted it should
also be redrawn.Cutting curved seams for waist suppression on the upper body patternDiagram
1The broken lines drawn on the back section are some of the most usual positions for the back



seam where waist suppression will be deducted.Diagram 2If a more extreme position like line A
is used, a second seam such as line D will be necessary to give a good fit. In this case the
centre back can be cut on the fold. If more than one seam is used, the suppression should be
divided between them but whether there are one or more seams the suppression should always
be taken towards the side seam as Diagram 3.Diagrams 4 & 4aWhen waist suppression is taken
out on a curved seam one side will always be longer than the other. The seams should be
matched at the armhole end and corrections made at the waist. The waist line is then redrawn in
a smooth curve. If the armhole has become distorted it should also be redrawn.CALCULATING
CIRCLES AND SLEEVE HEADSCircles – to calculate the circumference and diameterIf the
diameter of a circle is known, the circumference can be calculated. Likewise, if the
circumference is known, the diameter can be calculated. The formulas are as follows:For
calculating the circumference:diameter x 3.14For calculating the diameter:circumference ÷
3.14For pattern cutting purposes, the answer should be rounded up or down as appropriate. For
example, in metric:If the diameter is 21cm, the circumference is 21 x 3.14 = 65.94which would
be rounded up to 66cm.If the circumference is 66cm, the diameter is 66 ÷ 3.14 = 21.019which
would be rounded down to 21cm.Or in Imperial measurements:If the diameter is 8”, the
circumference is 8 x 3.14 = 25.12”which would be rounded down to 25”.If the circumference is
25”, the diameter is 25 ÷ 3.14 = 7.96”which would be rounded up to 8”.A quick way to make a
rough calculation is to use a ruler and tape measure. If the diameter is known, place the ruler on
the table and stand the tape measure on edge in a circle as shown in the photograph.If the
circumference is known, make the tape measure into a circle of that dimension and measure
across the widest part.Check that the answers are reasonably accurate by taking a
measurement at right angles to the first. This method does not give perfect results but is very
useful as a guide.Sleeve heads – to calculate the sleeve width and depth of head
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Revenger, “Good Reference basic costumes. While not as detailed or authentic as some more
scholarly texts, this book provides a good, workable alternative for achieving a convincing period
silhouette onstage, particularly for the non-professional costumer.”

E. Atkinson, “Excellent resource for Knowledgeable costumer. An excellent overview of multiple
periods of time. The patterns are clear and easy to follow to craft your own patterns. You do
need some knowledge of fitting and drafting to translate them to full scale, these are not
Simplicity graded patterns. An excellent source for the look and cut of multiple time periods and
cuts.”

Mrs E.C.J.Lovell, “Put together your own men’s costume. Very much liked the way this book was
laid out, and how the author described the way of drafting the patterns. I think this would be
suitable for use by inexperienced sewers and those with more experience. Good range of
pieces to be made.”

Ollie Digalot, “Five Stars. Great book and very useful for costume making and getting the correct
silhouette.”

Dresda76, “Very good for sewing historical dress. Renactors bible!!!!”

The book by Elizabeth Friendship has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 26 people have provided
feedback.
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